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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract 

The IT equipment power consumption estimated by building simulation software is much higher than the actual case, but there are 
no simple solutions for building engineers to reduce the bias in data center models in building simulation. This paper address this 
issue by proposing a simple model of IT equipment load. The model estimates the IT equipment load based on critical control 
inputs of the IT equipment such as its processor utilization rate and on/off status, and a survey of literature for the ordinary values 
of these IT equipment control variables is conducted to facilitate its uses by building engineers. A case study was conducted with 
building models of large offices with lots of IT equipment, and the estimated annual building energy use was reduced by more than 
30% in all three cases. This shows that the conventional constant thermal load model overestimates the IT equipment load and the 
IT equipment model improves the accuracy of modeling of data centers in building simulation by modeling the changes of the load 
with the status of the servers. 
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1. Introduction 

Data center energy consumption has been on the rise in recent years. In 2010, their electricity consumption is around 
1.3% of the total electricity consumption of the world [1], and their energy consumption can be tripled from 2010 to 
2020 if their energy efficiency remains at the 2010 level [2]. Since the top two energy consumers in data centers are 
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its information technology (IT) equipment and cooling systems [3, 4], technologies to reduce energy use of these two 
components in data centers are being developed rapidly in recent years [5, 6, 7]. 

 
Nomenclature 

η Percentage of active servers 
μ Average utilization rate [dimensionless] 
n Number of data points in SPECpower_ssj® 2008 database 
P Power consumption [W] 
θ Percentage of nominal power consumption 
u Utilization rate [dimensionless] 
 
Subscript 
cpu Processor 
full Full capacity 
idle Idle 
IT IT equipment 
server Server 

 
However, standard building simulation tools for building design have not been well configured for data center 

studies. Uses of building simulation software for data center studies either assumes constant power consumption 
density per unit area for its IT equipment or uses actual building data in the data center [8, 9]. However, both methods 
cannot account for their effects to the building performance effectively at the building design stage because the power 
consumption of the IT equipment in data centers is highly dependent on the on/off status of its servers and the 
utilization rate of the processors inside the servers [4, 10]. While some emerging models for building simulation 
software do not have these issues, they require much more understanding or performance data of the IT equipment 
beyond their specifications and are difficult to be used by ordinary building engineers [11, 12].  

This paper addresses this issue by developing a simple model to adjust the power consumption model of IT 
equipment in building simulation software based on the status of the IT equipment. Common power consumption 
models of servers are investigated to create the adjustment model with ordinary values of the status for building 
designers to use the model.  The results of the models are evaluated by simulations of typical office buildings to 
examine the importance of the model to explain the building performance. 

2. Literature review on simple thermal models of server racks 

Only a small portion of IT equipment models can be applied to common building simulation software [4]. These 
models can be categorized into two main types: constant thermal load density models and utilization-based models. 

2.1. Constant thermal load density model 

The assumption that the power consumption of the IT equipment per unit area is a constant is widely used in 
building simulation software. The model includes the power consumption of the processors, server fans, memory, 
uninterrupted power system (UPS), etc.. Their values are tabulated in Table 1 [9]. 

Table 1. Constant thermal load densities used in building simulation software 

Year of construction Core data center (space full of server racks) Server racks in a computer room 
Before 2014 646 W/m2 232 W/m2 
After 2014 484 W/m2 215 W/m2 
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